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Synchronized stimulation and continuous insulin
sensing in a microfluidic human Islet on a Chip
designed for scalable manufacturing†

Aaron L. Glieberman, ‡a Benjamin D. Pope, ‡a John F. Zimmerman, a

Qihan Liu, a John P. Ferrier Jr., a Jennifer H. R. Kenty, b Adrian M. Schrell, c

Nikita Mukhitov, c Kevin L. Shores, a Adrian Buganza Tepole, a

Douglas A. Melton,bd Michael G. Roper c and Kevin Kit Parker *ad

Pancreatic β cell function is compromised in diabetes and is typically assessed by measuring insulin secre-

tion during glucose stimulation. Traditionally, measurement of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion involves

manual liquid handling, heterogeneous stimulus delivery, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays that

require large numbers of islets and processing time. Though microfluidic devices have been developed to

address some of these limitations, traditional methods for islet testing remain the most common due to

the learning curve for adopting microfluidic devices and the incompatibility of most device materials with

large-scale manufacturing. We designed and built a thermoplastic, microfluidic-based Islet on a Chip com-

patible with commercial fabrication methods, that automates islet loading, stimulation, and insulin sensing.

Inspired by the perfusion of native islets by designated arterioles and capillaries, the chip delivers synchro-

nized glucose pulses to islets positioned in parallel channels. By flowing suspensions of human cadaveric

islets onto the chip, we confirmed automatic capture of islets. Fluorescent glucose tracking demonstrated

that stimulus delivery was synchronized within a two-minute window independent of the presence or size

of captured islets. Insulin secretion was continuously sensed by an automated, on-chip immunoassay and

quantified by fluorescence anisotropy. By integrating scalable manufacturing materials, on-line, continuous

insulin measurement, and precise spatiotemporal stimulation into an easy-to-use design, the Islet on a

Chip should accelerate efforts to study and develop effective treatments for diabetes.

Introduction

The physiological range of glucose in human blood is
maintained in part by β cells within pancreatic islets of
Langerhans, which secrete insulin in response to glucose and
other stimuli.1 Insulin secretion from cadaveric islets or,
more recently, stem cell derived islet products2 is routinely
measured as a test for therapeutic potency before islet trans-
plantation3 and in research applications where β cells are

used for diabetes modeling4 or for studying basic islet biol-
ogy.5 The most popular method for measuring insulin secre-
tion involves large numbers of islets that are manually
aliquoted, extensive liquid-handling, and enzyme-linked im-
munosorbent assays (ELISAs) that require significant process-
ing time.

The application of microfluidics to islet testing is a promis-
ing approach due to the inherent low sample and reagent vol-
ume requirements, as well as opportunities for automation
and real-time readouts. Several groups have developed micro-
fluidic assays to evaluate islet function,6,7 including cell mem-
brane capacitance and cytoplasmic conductivity,8 fatty acid
oxidation,9 oxygen consumption,10 calcium flux,11,12 and insu-
lin secretion.13–27 The capabilities of these systems also confer
powerful advantages beyond what would be practical with tra-
ditional tools. For example, many offer single-islet sensitiv-
ity13,14,28 that minimizes the number of islets required for
testing, sub-minute temporal resolution for analysis of fine
timescales, and automated glucose modulation to deliver
physiologically-relevant stimuli.29 Despite all the advantages
of the microfluidic devices that have been developed,
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traditional liquid-handling followed by ELISA quantification
remains the predominant method for islet testing. Adoption
of microfluidic platforms has been hindered by the steep
learning curve for use and the incompatibility of device mate-
rials with commercial fabrication methods. Thus, easy-to-use
devices manufactured from scalable manufacturing materials
could allow broader adoption of the powerful capabilities that
microfluidics provide for islet testing.

Here we present a fully integrated, thermoplastic “Islet on a
Chip” designed for scalable manufacturing, automated loading of
islets into parallel channels, synchronized nutrient stimulation,
and continuous insulin sensing based on an on-chip immuno-
assay quantified by fluorescence anisotropy.15 We describe quanti-
tative models that were used to guide device design and empirical
validation of design elements, including the trapping mechanism
for automated capture of islets, simultaneous propagation of dy-
namic stimuli across parallel islet channels, and, finally, the quan-
tification of insulin secretion rates from human cadaveric islets.

Materials and methods
Microfluidic chip design and fabrication

Design criteria for the microfluidic device included 1) the abil-
ity to automatically isolate and capture islets into their own des-
ignated perfusion lines, 2) parallel delivery of dynamic chemical
signals to the chip, and 3) continuous quantification of insulin
secreted from cells on the chip (Table 1). The first criterion was
accomplished using a parallel arrangement of hydrodynamic
traps dimensioned to capture individual islets, each with its
own channel branching from the main perfusion channel. Two
inlets allowed the delivery of dynamic signals to the chip by
mixing low and high concentrations of either insulin standard
(during insulin calibration) or glucose (during glucose stimula-
tion). Inlets and mixing regions were incorporated for sequen-

tially adding fluorescently-labelled insulin (FITC-insulin) and
insulin antibody to insulin secretions on the chip, while a glass
capillary was embedded on the chip for optical measurements.
Together, these features provided the ability to continuously de-
tect insulin from islets in stimulated in parallel (Fig. 1).

Computer aided design (CAD) files of the chip were gener-
ated using Solidworks Premium 2017 (Dassault Systèmes,
Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) for both modeling (Fig. 2) and fabri-
cation. All computational fluid dynamics was done with
COMSOL versions 5.0, 5.3a, and 5.4 (COMSOL, Inc., Burlington,
MA). Corresponding modeling parameters are outlined in Table
S1.† Chip layers were cut on a Roland MDX-540 Modela Pro II
CNC mill (Roland DGA, Irvine, CA) out of polycarbonate stock
material (McMaster-Carr Supply Company, Elmhurst, IL). After
sanding the faces of the chip on a flat granite block with 400
and then 600 grit sand paper, the layers were cleaned by sub-
merging in isopropanol (VWR, Radnor, PA) and sonicating for
20 minutes. The layers were then removed and dried using an
air gun. Following cleaning, the chip pieces were polished on
all sides with a quick treatment of heated dichloromethane
(Sigma-Aldrich) vapor ejected from a nozzle and left to sit in a
chemical hood for at least 1 hour. A 25 mm section was cut
from a 50 mm long borosilicate glass microcapillary with a
square 500 μm × 500 μm inner cross section and a wall thick-
ness of 100 μm (VitroCom, Mountain Lakes, NJ) on an Epilog
Laser Mini 30 W CO2 laser cutter (Epilog Laser, Golden, CO). 1
mm long sections of 0.51 mm ID Pharmed tubing (Cole
Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) were cut with a razor and manually fit
around each end of the glass capillary to serve as gaskets. After
rinsing the capillary with isopropanol and drying it with an air
gun, the capillary was then placed into the accommodating
grooves of the bottom chip layer. Chip layers were fit together
using alignment posts and sandwiched between 3/16″ thick bo-
rosilicate glass panes, silicone mats and finally steel shims. The
entire assembly was placed within a Carver 3895 hydraulic press
(Carver Inc., Wabash, IN) and preheated to 146 °C. For bond-
ing, a pressure of 0.42 MPa was applied for 30 minutes at this
temperature. While the same pressure was maintained, the chip
was then allowed to cool to room temperature for 4–5 hours.

Human islets and SC-β cells

Human cadaveric islets were obtained from Prodo Laborato-
ries (Aliso Viejo, CA) with appropriate consent and were ren-
dered anonymous (Table S2†). Purity by count was greater
than 80%. Upon arrival, islets were cultured at least one day
in a low adhesion plate with CMRLS 1066 (Stratech Scientific
Ltd., Suffolk, England, Cat. #99-603-CV-CEG) supplemented
with 1 : 100 GlutaMAX (Gibco, Cat. #35050061), 100 U mL−1

penicillin/streptomycin, and 10% fetal bovine serum. Stem-
cell derived β (SC-β) cells were differentiated as described
previously.30 For all islet and SC-β cell handling, wide bore
pipette tips (VWR) were used to minimize shear. Islets and
SC-β cell clusters were filtered to remove clumps but not size-
selected prior to chip loading. The Committee on the Use of Hu-
man Subjects of the Institutional Review Board at Harvard Uni-
versity determined this work was not human subjects research.

Table 1 Design criteria for Islet on a Chip

Design criteria Approach

Autoclavable • Polycarbonate
Optically transparent
material

Automated islet loading • Hydrodynamic trapping

Sufficient oxygen (3.6 pmol
min−1 per islet)35

• Oxygenated medium at 1.4 μL min−1

(24.3 pmol min−1 per trap)36

Homogeneous glucose
delivery

• Flow resistance-matched channels
leading to isolated islets

Dynamic glucose delivery • Two inlets for mixing high and low
glucose solutions

Continuous on-chip insulin
sensing

• On-chip competitive binding and de-
tection of fluorescence anisotropy

Detectable insulin output • Low flow rate (1.6 μL min−1)

Short lag in glucose delivery
and insulin detection

• Minimal internal volume
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Assay buffer and reagents

All experiments were conducted in islet assay buffer (KRB;
128 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2.7 mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgSO4, 1
mM Na2PO4, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, 5 mM NaHCO3, 10 mM
HEPES, 0.1% Bovine Serum Albumin, and 100 U mL−1 peni-
cillin/streptomycin) filter sterilized with a 0.22 μm filter.

Computational design and empirical chip testing

Hydrodynamic trapping. A hydrodynamic islet trap con-
sists of a location in a flow path where flow is split between

two features: a trapping region – a constriction in the chan-
nel smaller than an average islet – and a side channel or
shunt that circumvents flow around the trapping region, with
channel dimensions large enough for passage of islets. The
design should be such that an islet flowing through the chip
is delivered to the trapping region when the hydrodynamic
resistance to flow in this region is initially lower compared to
the shunt. In this case, the islet becomes immobilized at the
constriction since it cannot pass through. Once an islet is
trapped, however, the hydrodynamic resistance to flow past
the islet and the trapping region should be greater than flow

Fig. 1 Islet on a Chip design. a. Illustration of parallel glucose delivery (red lines) and insulin collection (blue lines) from native islets in a human pancreas.
b. Overhead drawing of the Islet on a Chip with labeled perfusion channels and traps. c. Photograph of fabricated chip with optical micrographs of
glucose inlets for islet stimulation (i), traps with a trapped human islet shown in the inset (ii), reagent inlets and mixing motifs (iii), and an integrated glass
capillary for detection of optical signals for insulin sensing (iv). Main scale bars denote 1 mm, while scale bar for inset of ii indicates 400 μm.
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through the side channel to allow for subsequent islets
flowing through to pass around the captured islet and exit
the chip.

Multiple trap designs with different size, geometry and
constriction type were compared by calculating ratios of flow
rates through the trapping region and shunt (Qtrap/Qshunt)
simulated in three-dimensional Navier–Stokes flow using
COMSOL. The trap with the highest proportion of estimated
flow through the trapping region was fabricated into a proto-
type and tested using ∼250 μm diameter clusters of SC-β
cells as a surrogate for human islets. A combined Navier–
Stokes and Brinkman flow simulation was used to estimate
the added resistance of an islet captured within a single trap,

modeled as a porous sphere of 200 or 250 μm in diameter
(porosity of 0.1 and permeability of 1 × 10−15 m2) placed
within a three-dimensional drawing of the trap (Fig. 2b). The
pressure drop across the trap was computed in each case, as
well as the situation without an islet present, and the pres-
sure drop was used to solve for the hydrodynamic resistance
according to the equation:

R
P
Qh trap
trap

trap
, 


(1)

where Rh,trap is the hydrodynamic resistance of the trapping
region, ΔPtrap is the pressure drop across the feature, and

Fig. 2 Modeling for chip feature design. Graphical schematic outlining the model design for the Islet on a Chip with specific regions highlighted.
a. Glucose mixing channel. Three-dimensional flow and convection-diffusion modeled using COMSOL to ensure sufficient channel length
(Lmixing,glu) for complete mixing of glucose input streams. b. Islet trap. Single traps were modeled with three-dimensional flow simulations to pre-
dict changes in pressure (ΔP), flow rate (Qtrap), resistance, and shear (τ) in the presence and absence of islets. Traps were designed to maximize in-
ward flow, while retaining minimal shear. c. Main channels. Hydraulic resistance (Rmain) through main chip channels was modeled with 15 occupied
traps in two-dimensions using combined glucose and islet inlet flow (Qmain). d. Islet shunt. A rectangular channel with height (h) and width (w) was
resistance-matched to Rmain by setting its length (Lshunt) e. Reagent mixing channels. The lengths of the reagent mixing channels (Lmixing,FITC and
Lmixing,Ab) were determined using the molecular diffusivities of fluorescent reagents (DFITC and DAb) and inlet flow rates (Qins, QFITC, and QAb). f. Par-
allel flow. For total chip design, delivery of glucose pulses on the chip were simulated with a time-dependent, two-dimensional model of flow and
convection-diffusion. Low (cglu,low) and high (cglu,high) concentrations of glucose were delivered at variable flow rates from the glucose and islet in-
lets (Qglu, Qins). Graphic depicts the spatial concentration map of glucose at one time point of simulation of insulin and insets show traces of glu-
cose concentrations at different locations on the chip. g. Insulin propagation. Model from panel f adapted to simulate insulin propagation in the
chip based on a fixed concentration of insulin delivered from the islet inlet (cins). Flow from the regent inlets was also simulated (QFITC, QAb), with
outlet pressure (Pout) matched to atmospheric pressure. Graphic depicts the spatial concentration map of insulin at one time point of simulation of
insulin and insets show concentration traces at the source and detection point.
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Qtrap is the flow rate through the feature. Resistance of the
trap region, consisting of one vacant plus fifteen occupied
traps, was then calculated using a two-dimensional Navier–
Stokes model of flow through a planar projection of the chip
lacking a side channel (Fig. 2c). Because the shunt is an alter-
native flow path to the main channels in the chip in addition
to the trapping region, the resistance of the downstream
channels was also estimated. For a given length of channel
with a rectangular cross section, the hydrodynamic resistance
is given by the formula:

R L

h
n

n
n

h

,odd
tanh
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where μ is the dynamic viscosity, L is the length of the chan-

nel, and α is the aspect ratio of the channel ( 
h
w
, where h

is channel height and w is channel width). Calculations of a
sample channel resistance for the series from 1 to 50 terms
in the sum demonstrated that the first term of the series is a
close approximation of the true solution, such that:
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Assuming h = 0.4 mm, w = 0.4 mm for all channels but the
capillary (which had h = 0.5 mm and w = 0.5 mm) and μ =
6.913 × 10−4 Pa s for water at 37 °C, the resistance of each
length of channel outside of the trap region (i.e. mixing chan-
nels, capillary, and outlet) was computed. The total shunt re-
sistance was taken to be equal to the total resistance of a chip
containing fifteen islets and shunt length calculated from eqn
(3) for a channel with h = 0.4 mm and w = 0.4 mm (Fig. 2d).

Trapping success was predicted using a stochastic simula-
tion in MATLAB that considered the probability for each suc-
cessive islet being captured by a trap to be a result of the rel-
ative flow through that trap compared to the total flow. Each
islet “capture” updated the resistance for that trap for succes-
sive iterations, with the islet volume within each trap as-
sumed to be inversely proportional to the flow. Islet resis-
tances were estimated from the three-dimensional COMSOL
flow simulations of a single trap containing simulated islets
of different size. For the trapping algorithm, islets of either
150 μm or 400 μm diameter were simulated, and the number
of islets within each trap after full occupancy was computed
for 10 000 simulation runs. These results were plotted as his-
tograms in Fig. S1† against a zero-truncated Poisson distribu-
tion computed for each simulation based on its respective
mean. The mean, distribution, and mean-matched, zero-
truncated Poisson distribution were also obtained from em-
pirical trapping results after two loading experiments (n = 39
capture events in 26 traps). A sample size of 160 000 (16 traps

per simulation for 10 000 simulations) was used for loading
simulations. Each distribution was compared against its
mean-matched Poisson distribution using a chi-square good-
ness of fit test and two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests
were used to compare empirical and simulated distributions.

Shear stress. Shear stress was calculated for a 200 or 250
μm diameter islet (porosity of 0.1 and permeability of 1 ×
10−15 m2) under combined Navier–Stokes and Brinkman flow
(Fig. 2b) according to:

  
u (4)

where τ is the shear stress, μ is the dynamic viscosity, and u
is the flow velocity vector.

Parallel flow. In order to achieve parallel delivery of media
and stimuli to islets trapped on the chip, it was necessary to
ensure that flow was split evenly to all perifusion channels.
Stimulus synchronization was simulated using a two-dimen-
sional, time-dependent model of convection and diffusion in
Navier–Stokes flow within a planar projection of the chip
(Fig. 2f). Empirical validation of parallel delivery was
conducted using a solution of 1.72 mM 2-(N-(7-nitrobenz-2-
oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl)-Amino)-2-deoxyglucose (2-NBDG; Sigma-Al-
drich, St. Louis, MO), a fluorescent glucose analog. A PCO
Panda 4.2 sCMOS camera (PCO AG, Kelheim, Germany) was
used to record videos of fluorescent pulses of 2-NBDG and
time to reach each trap, duration of each pulse, maximum
pulse intensity, and a kymograph were calculated within each
channel using ImageJ.

Glucose and reagent mixing. Glucose mixing on the chip
was first assessed by scaling law approximations. The time
for complete mixing of a species to occur due to diffusion,
tmixing, can be approximated as:

t w
Dmixing 
2

(5)

where w is the width of the channel and D is the diffusivity
of the species. Time for a species flowing through a rectangu-
lar channel to traverse a given length, L, of the channel is
given as:

t whL
Qtravel  (6)

where h is the height of the channel and Q is the volumetric
flow rate. Setting these two equations equal to one another,
the length of channel needed to fully mix a species across the
width of that channel is given as:

L wQ
hDmixing  (7)

Mixing length for glucose was estimated for a channel
with a 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm cross section (width × height) using
4 × 10−10 m2 s−1 (ref. 31) as the diffusivity of glucose and 1 μL
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min−1 as the flow rate. A three-dimensional model of convec-
tion and diffusion under Navier–Stokes flow was also used to
simulate glucose mixing with 20 mM glucose applied to one
inlet and 0 mM glucose applied to the other (Fig. 2a). Based
upon the results of the model, a mixing motif was incorpo-
rated into the final chip with a length of channel necessary
for mixing. To validate glucose mixing, the same approach
described for testing parallel flow was utilized. Since mixing
length is inversely proportional to species diffusivity (eqn
(7)), channel lengths required to mix insulin and insulin anti-
body were similarly estimated using diffusivities of 11.6 ×
10−11 m2 s−1 (ref. 32) and 2.8 × 10−11 m2 s−1, respectively
(Fig. 2e). The latter number was estimated from the Stokes–
Einstein equation, which describes a relationship between
diffusivity and effective radius of a particle:

D k T
r

 B

6
(8)

where, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, μ is
the dynamic viscosity of the solution, and r is the effective
particle radius.

The diffusivity of insulin antibody was estimated from eqn (8)
using the diffusivity of insulin and the relative radii of the two
species.33 The diffusivity of FITC-insulin (10.9 × 10−11 m2 s−1) was
similarly estimated from the molecular radius of fluorescein.34

Mixing channels with lengths calculated in this manner were in-
corporated into the final chip design. Empirical validation of
mixing for FITC-insulin and insulin antibody was conducted by
flowing 1.6 μM solutions of FITC-insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat.
#I3661) and Alexa Fluor 647 secondary antibody (Thermo Fisher,
Cat. #A-21235) into their respective reagent inlets at flow rates of
0.1 μL min−1. Tiles scans were made in brightfield and of each
fluorescent channel to capture the steady state location of FITC-
insulin and antibody within the mixing regions. Images were an-
alyzed in ImageJ for fluorescent intensity across the width of the
channel at different points along the channel length.

Oxygenation and viability. Oxygenation of islets was deter-
mined by comparing an estimate of per-islet oxygen consump-
tion [3.6 pmol min−1 per islet35] with a calculated delivery of
oxygen in the microfluidic device (24.3 pmol min−1 per trap),
which takes into account the estimated concentration of at-
mospheric oxygen in culture medium at 37 °C from Henry's
law [177.66 μM (ref. 36)] and the flow rate in the device per
trap (0.0875 μL min−1). Hypoxia was also assessed empirically
with BioTracker 520 Green Hypoxia Dye (EMD Millipore, Cat.
#SCT033). A working solution of 5 μM was prepared in either
CMRLS or KRB containing 2.8 mM glucose and islets were
suspended in dye solution either on the same day as being
received or after a night of incubation in CMRLS to allow for
recovery. Following dye treatment, all islets were rinsed once
with PBS, re-suspended in medium, and imaged after at least
1 hour of additional incubation time. A portion of islets that
had been treated in the KRB were loaded onto a chip with
2.8 mM glucose in KRB flowing at 1.4 μL min−1 and were ex-
posed to this buffer for roughly 70 minutes on a setup simi-

lar to that used for glucose stimulation (see Islet loading and
glucose stimulation). Then a pulse of 20 mM glucose in KRB
was delivered for 70 minutes. Fluorescent images of islets on
the chip were taken during incubation in 2.8 mM glucose, at
the initial onset of the 20 mM glucose pulse, and at 30 mi-
nutes and 70 minutes following introduction of 20 mM glu-
cose. Afterwards, suction was applied to the glucose inlet to
retrieve islets that had been captured on the chip. These is-
lets, along with islets that had remained in CMRLS since ar-
rival of the isolation and that had not been treated with dye,
were live-stained with 2 μg mL−1 Hoechst (Life Technologies,
Cat. #H3570) and 1 μg mL−1 propidium iodide (Sigma-Al-
drich, Cat. #P4179-100MG) for 30 minutes. A portion of the
islets that had remained in culture were stained in PBS +
0.1% Triton X-100 to permeabilize the membrane and serve
as a positive control for propidium iodide staining. All islets
were imaged for Hoechst and propidium iodide fluorescence.

Insulin secretion and signal propagation. Insulin secretion
rates were estimated from average insulin secretion by hu-
man islets and SC-β cells before and after glucose stimulation.
Briefly, islets were incubated in transwells for 1 hour at 37 °C
in KRB lacking pen/strep with 2.8 mM glucose, followed by
two sets of alternating 1 hour treatments of 2.8 mM glucose
and 20 mM glucose. Secreted insulin was quantified by an
ALPCO ultrasensitive human insulin ELISA (ALPCO, Salem,
NH). To quantify secretion rates, one IEQ was assumed to
contain 1560 cells.37 Human islets produced insulin at 1.3 ×
10−1 μIU per IEQ per minute in 2.8 mM glucose and 3.9 × 10−1

μIU per IEQ per minute in 20 mM glucose, while SC-β cells
produced 2.6 × 10−2 μIU per IEQ per minute and 1.3 × 10−1

μIU per IEQ per minute, respectively. Using 2-minute mea-
surements from a perifusion system (Biorep Technologies Inc,
Miami Lakes, FL) delivering 0.1 mL min−1 of KRB with either
2.8 mM or 20 mM glucose, human islets secreted 1.1 × 10−1

μIU per IEQ per minute and 1.1 μIU per IEQ per minute, while
SC-β cells secreted 6.8 × 10−3 μIU per IEQ per minute and 5.6
× 10−1 μIU per IEQ per minute, respectively. Using IEQ, the in-
sulin secretion rates above, and a flow rate per islet of 0.0875
μL min−1, expected insulin concentrations on the chip were
estimated. The flow rate was selected assuming one islet per
trap to ensure that, with minimal trap filling, insulin levels
would be detectable. Propagation of the insulin signal from
trapped islets or during calibration was modeled as done for
glucose pulse synchronization (see Parallel flow), using insu-
lin diffusivity (see Glucose and reagent mixing) and tracking
time-dependent insulin concentration at the capillary
(Fig. 2g). Accounting for diffusion during signal propagation,
an overall range of 1–30 mIU mL−1 insulin was predicted for
experiments with either human islets or SC-β cells.

Chip priming and insulin calibration

Chip experiments were performed on a Leica DMI6000B
microscope (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL) with
a Tokai Hit STRF-DMIWX-SET stage-top incubator and perfu-
sion block (Tokai Hit., Co, Ltd., Fujinomiya, Shizuoka, Japan)
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set to 37 °C. Chip reservoirs were connected to an OB1
Elveflow Mk3+ pressure regulator (ELVESYS, Paris, France)
with 0–2 bar range on each of the 4 channels (ELVESYS,
Paris, France). An Elveflow MFS1 flow sensor was in-line with
the reservoirs leading to the glucose and islet inlets. PEEK
tubing with a 25 μm internal diameter was connected in line
with the reagent tubing to lower the flow rate for the operat-
ing range of the pump. The chip and tubing were primed
and sterilized with 40% ethanol. After priming, reservoirs
were filled with solutions for insulin calibration: KRB with 20
mM glucose and 75 mIU mL−1 human insulin (Sigma-Aldrich,
Cat. #I9278) leading to the islet inlet, KRB with 20 mM glu-
cose for the glucose inlet, KRB with 400 nM of FITC-insulin
(Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. #I3661) connected to the FITC-insulin in-
let, and KRB with 400 nM of insulin antibody (Meridian Life
Science, Inc., Memphis, TN, Cat #E86211M) for the antibody
inlet. Once the tubing connecting reservoirs to the chip were
filled with their respective solutions, pressures corresponding
to a flow rate of 0.1 μL min−1 were set for the reagents and
the islet and glucose inlet reservoirs were set to a combined
flow rate of 1.4 μL min−1 that delivered 40 mIU mL−1 insulin.
After at least an hour of equilibration, flow rates from the is-
let and glucose inlets were adjusted without changing the
combined flow rate to deliver step curves of insulin concen-
trations between 5 and 65 mIU mL−1, each step lasting for
30–45 minutes. After calibration, the insulin solution in the
islet reservoir was replaced with KRB with 2.8 mM glucose
and 17.2 mM sucrose (so glucose concentration could be var-
ied independent of osmolarity) and alternating 45 minute
steps of 2.8 mM and 20 mM glucose were delivered to flush
insulin from the system and to record background traces. Af-
ter several hours, the reservoir with low glucose was swapped
out for one containing a solution of 30 mM KCl to obtain a
background recording from this solution as well.

Islet loading and glucose stimulation

Before priming, the islet inlet was connected to a T-junction
tubing connector downstream of the flow sensor. An addi-
tional reservoir for cell loading was installed at the top of the
T-junction. For islet loading, a hydraulic head was created
based on the heights of media in the islet and waste reser-
voirs. Flow settings on the regulator were not changed during
loading. 20–40 islets suspended in KRB with 2.8 mM glucose
were added by pipet to the cell loading reservoir and tracked
through the chip by microscopy and video recording using a
10x objective and the PCO AG camera listed above (see Paral-
lel flow). Islet diameters were obtained by video analysis and
used to convert islet number to IEQ using a reference table
from the Integrated Islet Distribution Program (IIDP). After
loading, KRB with 2.8 mM and 20 mM glucose was delivered
to islets on the chip in alternating 45 minutes treatments,
followed by 45 minutes of KRB containing 30 mM KCl. Cells
were maintained in perifusion on the chip for at least 6
hours. Islets from the same isolation were also loaded into a
Biorep perifusion system (Biorep, Miami Lakes, FL) in tripli-

cates and perifused at a flow rate of 0.1 mL min−1 with a one
hour fast at 2.8 mM glucose, and then 15 minutes of 2.8 mM
glucose, 30 minutes of 20 mM glucose, 15 minutes of 2.8
mM glucose, and finally 15 minutes of 30 mM KCl. Samples
were collected at 2-minute intervals and insulin was quanti-
fied using an Alpco Ultrasensitive Human Insulin ELISA kit.
Insulin concentrations from the perifusion assay were nor-
malized to IEQ using viable cell number and an estimate of
1560 cells per IEQ,37 then converted to secretion rates using
the flow rate during perifusion (0.1 mL min−1).

Fluorescence anisotropy data acquisition and analysis

Measurements were taken using a Leica N Plan 40×/0.64 NA
non-polarizing objective and a Lumencor Retra LED light en-
gine (Lumencor, Inc., Beaverton, OR) with a bandpass filter
of 475/34 nm. Excitation light was polarized with a Chroma
21003a linear polarizer (Chroma Technology Corp., Bellows
Falls, VT) mounted into a Leica 91 024 filter cube that also
contained a Chroma T495lpxr dichroic mirror and a Chroma
525/50 m emission filter. The field diaphragm was set to a
circular opening of size 2. Parallel and perpendicular compo-
nents of fluorescent emissions were separated using a
Thorlabs CM1-PBS251 polarizing beam splitter (Thorlabs,
Newton, New Jersey) that was aligned at right angles (within
1 degree) with the light path using a protractor. Emissions
were quantified by Hamamatsu H10722-01 photomultiplier
tubes (PMT) connected to each branch of the beam splitter.
Each PMT was provided +5/−5 V by an Agilent power supply
and was wired into a D-sub connector that attached to a cus-
tom printed circuit board (PCB) containing a low-pass RC fil-
ter with a 330 μF capacitor and a potentiometer to attenuate
noise in the signal channel of 0.8 Hz or higher. PMTs were
connected to a National Instruments USB6009 data acquisi-
tion card (National Instruments, Woburn, MA) using another
D-sub connector plugged into the PCB. PMT voltages and
timestamps were recorded with desired PMT gain and sam-
pling frequency using a custom LABVIEW (National Instru-
ments) interface that also controlled the intensity of excita-
tion light from the light engine. Recordings were primarily
conducted with control voltages of 0.6–0.7 V for both PMTs,
light intensity of 15%, and a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. A
custom MATLAB script was used to calculate fluorescence
anisotropy, r, from recorded voltages as:

r
V V
V V











 2
(9)

where V∥ is the PMT voltage from the parallel component and
V⊥ is the PMT voltage from the perpendicular component.
For insulin calibrations, another MATLAB script also calcu-
lated insulin concentrations using flow sensor data for com-
parison with average anisotropy shifts (relative to the aniso-
tropy measured for 0 mIU mL−1 insulin) measured during
each calibration step. Fluorescence anisotropy values corre-
sponding to 0 mIU mL−1 insulin were extrapolated in cases
where that data point was not obtained. Individual
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calibration experiments were normalized for aggregation
using the anisotropy shift at saturation. A four-parameter lo-
gistic fit was applied to the aggregated calibration data, as
described by the equation:

r
D A D

I
C

B
  










1

(10)

where Δr is the anisotropy shift, I is the insulin concentra-
tion, A is the minimum asymptote, B is the Hill slope, C is
the inflection point, and D is the maximum asymptote. Using
a modified version of a logistic fit algorithm written in
MATLAB,38 the calibration curve in Fig. 7b was obtained, with
A, B, C, and D values of −9.734, −1.359, 8.294, and −0.02757,
respectively, and an R2 value of 0.9346. To quantify insulin
secreted from islets, raw anisotropies were background
corrected and converted to insulin concentrations using the
aggregated calibration curve. For background correction, a
section of a glucose trace taken prior to cell loading was over-
laid temporally with the islet anisotropy recording, and then
the anisotropy was subtracted out. Secretion rates were calcu-
lated from insulin concentrations by multiplying by the flow
rate and dividing by IEQ.

Results and discussion
Device design and fabrication

To design the Islet on a Chip, we synthesized feedback from
potential users and compiled a list of device design criteria
(Table 1).39 Desired criteria included scalable manufacturing
(moldable materials), ease of use (one-piece chip, automa-
tion), insulin sensing capabilities (continuous readout), and
homogeneous microenvironments supporting islet viability
(parallel flow, oxygenation). The latter consideration was in-
spired by the parallel vascularization of islets in vivo, where
islets have 1–3 designated arterioles40 (Fig. 1a). A survey of
previously published microfluidic devices for measuring insu-
lin secretion indicated that none fully satisfied these design
criteria (Table 2). Thus, our approach was to enforce a high
degree of spatial and temporal stimulus control for func-
tional potency testing of islets, while maintaining scalability
and user-friendliness. Fig. 1b and c display how we
implemented these design goals into one system. Our single-
piece chip features four main motifs. First, the islet and glu-
cose inlets introduce two solutions that can be mixed in dif-
ferent ratios for dynamic inputs. Such an approach is useful
for delivering intermediate concentrations of glucose from
solutions of low and high glucose. Second, the culture region

Fig. 3 Scalable manufacturing of the Islet on a Chip. a. Exploded view of the islet chip drawing in Fig. 1b to show integration of the glass capillary
and trap features on each layer before bonding. b. Angled, zoomed view of two adjacent islet traps in the islet chip drawing in Fig. 1b to visualize
channel and trap detail. Middle island between each pair of channels protrudes from the bottom surface of the top layer and fits into the channel
to complete the trap during bonding. A small opening above or below each wall in the traps was designed to increase flow through the traps. c.
Photographs of steps in chip fabrication. First, chip features are milled into polycarbonate and excess material is removed. Layers are then sanded,
cleaned, and vapor polished. Finally, the capillary is assembled between polished layers and bonded together.
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contains sixteen islet traps set in parallel channels with
equivalent flow resistances and path lengths. Islets intro-
duced to the chip from the islet inlet are automatically cap-
tured in the traps. After the traps have been filled during
loading, excess islets exit the chip via the islet shunt so they
can be used for other assays. Third, the chip has sequential
inlets and mixing channels for adding reagents to the perfus-
ate to enable insulin sensing. After each inlet, channels are
organized into serpentine motifs to provide sufficient length
for diffusional mixing while compacting the overall chip foot-
print. Finally, the chip contains a glass capillary for optical
sensing of insulin. The capillary forms a continuous part of
the flow path and is suspended in an opening that accommo-
dates a standard microscope objective. The main outlet after
the capillary is for waste removal.

To achieve the goal of scalable manufacturing, we selected
polycarbonate as the primary device material. While
glass13–22,41 and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)8,10–12,23,28,42–49

are frequently used for microfluidic device fabrication, PDMS
alters reagent delivery through absorption of lipophilic com-
pounds50,51 such as steroid hormones52 and multiple drugs.53

Polycarbonate is less prone to drug absorption than PDMS53

and unlike glass is compatible with safer commercial fabrica-
tion methods. Our device was created across two polycarbon-
ate layers using a computer numerical control (CNC) mill
(Fig. 3a). Islet traps were formed by constricting channel
width from 400 to 75 μm (Fig. 3b). While smaller end mills
can produce features as small as 4 μm,54 each half of each is-
let trap was milled on opposite layers to provide clearance for

larger, more robust end mills. Enabled by their unique fabri-
cation method, the traps also have 75 μm deep shelves cut
away either above or below each half to allow additional flow
through the trap even when an islet is present (Fig. 3b). For
integration of the capillary into the polycarbonate chip, a gas-
ket was first applied to either end of the capillary before plac-
ing the ends of the capillary into glands on each of the two
chip layers prior to bonding.55

To build the chip, we used standard thermoplastic fab-
rication protocols (Fig. 3c). After milling, layers were post-
processed by removing excess material, sanding the faces
to achieve a flat surface, and cleaning with isopropanol to
clear away residue. Each layer was then vapor polished for
optical clarity and a smoothed finish. Once polished, chip
components were assembled and placed between two glass
panes to preserve the smooth finish during bonding.
Alignment between the two layers was accomplished
through a combination of alignment posts and holes on
the top and bottom layers, respectively. The capillary
sandwiched between the chip layers also provided a signif-
icant contribution to alignment, primarily through its gas-
ket glands (Fig. 3a). Gasket glands on each layer were di-
mensioned such that the diameter of the glands was less
than the diameter of the gaskets, ensuring that when the
capillary with gaskets on either end was placed in be-
tween the two layers it would also provide a strong center-
ing force from the elasticity of the gaskets pushing
equally along the circumference of the gland. This assem-
bly was itself placed between sheets of silicone within a

Fig. 4 Hydrodynamic islet trapping in the Islet on a Chip. a. Zoomed views of an islet trap (top) and the entire trap region (bottom) from the
drawing of the chip in Fig. 1b. Blue and green arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of flow through the trap regions (Qtrap) and islet shunt
(Qshunt), respectively. As islets settle into each trap, the portion of flow leading to the shunt increases. b. Horizontal cross section of a 3D model of
pressure around a single trap either with (bottom) or without (top) a trapped islet. c. Horizontal cross section of a 3D model of shear around a
single trap either with (bottom) or without (top) a trapped islet. In both c and d, the position of the trapped islet is indicated by the black circle and
crosshair. d. A phase contrast micrograph of trapped human islets on the chip. Scale bar denotes 1 mm. e. A histogram showing the number of
islets (n = 53 islets from 3 separate experiments) of different sizes that either escaped (gray bins) or were trapped (blue, semitransparent bins) after
entering an unoccupied trap. Bin size is 25 μm.
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hydraulic press, the silicone affording some degree of
force re-distribution to account for unevenness in the
press surfaces. The chip was then bonded into a single
piece using a combination of pressure and heat near the
glass transition temperature. Each chip was inspected for
proper trap alignment under a microscope both before
and after bonding. A chip was considered unusable if
even one channel was occluded due to trap misalignment.
We obtained a failure rate of around 10% in fabrication
due to misaligned traps, which was the most common is-

sue leading to chip failure. In addition to trap formation,
chips were also inspected for a broken or mis-aligned cap-
illary. Chips with a full complement of open traps were
then fluid tested to ensure proper fluid flow. While un-
common, trap misalignment could be addressed through
more repeatable manufacturing approaches. The current
method of fabrication uses CNC milling, but feature di-
mensions in the chip are compatible with hot embossing
or injection molding,56 which can improve the throughput
and consistency of production.

Fig. 5 Parallel glucose delivery to isolated human islets in the chip. a. Two-dimensional, time-dependent simulation of glucose diffusion through
the trap region of the chip at an equilibrated glucose concentration of 5 mM. Simulated low (2.8 mM) and high (20 mM) glucose solutions entered
the chip from the top and bottom inlets, respectively, with vertical black arrows to the right inlets indicating the direction of flow. The traps are in-
dicated by a box with a dashed black outline and numbered black circles mark three points of interest in panels b–d. b–d. Plots of glucose pulses
that were delivered to the chip in the simulation. Data points in each plot reflect the concentrations of glucose in the chip at points either immedi-
ately past the glucose mixing region (b, point “1”), or at traps in the top (c, point “2”) or bottom (d, point “3”) branches. e-g. Fluorescent micro-
graphs from Movie S1† of the start (e, time = 0 minutes), middle (f, time = 5 minutes), and end (g, time = 20 minutes) of a ten-minute pulse of fluo-
rescent glucose (green) traversing the trap region of the chip. Scale bar denotes 1 mm. White arrowheads in panel g indicate the positions of
trapped islets. The eight parallel channels shown are numbered in white and a vertical white line indicates a cross section of interest in panel h. h.
Time-lapse (kymograph) of Movie S1† at the cross section of the imaged area indicated by the white vertical line in panel g. Scale bar denotes 3
minutes and time is portrayed from left to right. i–k. Boxplots of maximum intensity (i), onset (j), and duration (k) of fluorescent glucose pulses
across the eight channels in panel h.
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Fig. 6 Sensing insulin by fluorescence anisotropy. a. Illustration of the physical principle of fluorescence anisotropy for insulin detection. FITC-
insulin (green oval) and insulin antibody (gray Y) are added to secreted insulin (gray oval). Molecular behavior of FITC-insulin (top), a mixture of
antibody and FITC-insulin (middle), and a mixture of all three molecules (bottom). Polarized light (blue wave) excites FITC-insulin molecules that
rotate in solution (black arrows). Vertical and horizontal black arrows show the parallel (∥) and perpendicular (⊥) components, respectively, of fluo-
rescent emissions (green waves). Perrin equation (far bottom) for fluorescence anisotropy (r) is a ratio of fluorescent light intensity parallel to the
exciting light (⊥) to the total light intensity. b. Illustration showing relative anisotropy (r) values for the insulin detection assay. Lower anisotropies
indicate higher concentrations of secreted insulin. An anisotropy shift (Δr, downward arrow) can be calculated from the case where no insulin is
present in the system. c. Diagram of the optical sensor used to measure fluorescence anisotropy on the chip. d. Photograph of the chip with flow
connections and positioned in the optical sensor. e. Photograph of the recording setup. f. A calibration of the optical sensor with insulin standards
as well as solutions without insulin (“0”) or without insulin antibody (“No Antibody”). Solutions were mixed offline and flowed through a glass capil-
lary positioned in the sensor. 1 nM insulin = 167 μIU.
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Fig. 7 Measuring glucose stimulated insulin secretion from primary human islets. a. Diagram of experimental protocol and chip setup highlighting
the three main stages of chip operation – insulin calibration (purple), cell loading (orange), and glucose stimulation (red). During insulin calibration,
a fixed amount of insulin was introduced into the chip from the islet inlet and combined with medium lacking insulin from the glucose inlet at
different flow rate ratios to produce controlled concentrations of insulin on the chip. The fluorescence anisotropy for each concentration of insulin
was determined by fluorescence measurements in the capillary. During cell loading, islets suspended in medium without insulin were introduced
into a reservoir connected to the islet inlet and allowed to flow through the chip towards the islet traps. The islet outlet was also opened to allow
an escape for islets in excess of those captured by the traps. After traps had been filled with islets, the islet outlet was again closed. Dynamic
glucose stimulation of the islets was achieved by mixing low glucose medium introduced through the islet inlet with high glucose medium from
the glucose inlet at different flow ratios. FITC-insulin (green) and insulin antibody (blue) were continuously introduced and mixed with insulin dur-
ing both the insulin calibration and the glucose stimulation. b. Aggregated insulin calibration data used for quantifying islet insulin secretions (n =
9 calibrations from 4 separate sensor calibration experiments). c. Measured secretion rate of insulin from the same batch of primary human islets
loaded into a standard perifusion system (top) or onto the Islet on a Chip (bottom) at low (2.8 mM, black) and high (20 mM, red) concentrations of
glucose. 30 mM KCl treatment (blue) was also delivered as a positive control for insulin secretion. Gray dots indicate raw measurements from sam-
ples collected every 2 minutes for the perifusion system or from continuous flow at 1 Hz for the Islet on a Chip. Black line depicts either the aver-
age of three replicates (top) or a moving point average across a 2-minute window (bottom). Parallel lines indicate a break in the horizontal axis
(bottom) for protocol alignment of the two methods. 1 nM insulin = 167 μIU.
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Hydrodynamic trapping of islets

The islet trapping feature in the device (Fig. 4a) adds conve-
nience both by automating the loading process and, when
flow is reversed, by facilitating islet recovery for offline analy-
sis after experiments on the device. Moreover, the defined po-
sition of islets eliminates search time for islet imaging experi-
ments and inherently creates a more predictable
microenvironment around islets, as in other trap
devices.8,11,12,44,47,49,57–59 Automatic loading in our device was
achieved by taking advantage of the inherent increase in flow
resistance through a trap after islet capture. The resistance
increase in occupied traps redirects flow – and islets carried
by the flow – toward vacant traps. To estimate the resistance
increase after islet capture, we used a computational fluid dy-
namics model to predict the pressure across occupied versus
vacant traps (Fig. 4b) and converted pressure to resistance
(eqn (1)–(3); see Materials and methods). Since cadaveric islet
preparations contain a range of islet sizes (∼50–500 μm in di-
ameter), trap width was set to 75 μm to select for larger islets
that would have a greater impact on trap resistance and thus
decrease the chance of capturing two islets in a single trap.
To automatically direct excess islets to the islet shunt when
all traps are occupied, resistance in the islet shunt was
designed to be less than the trapping region when fully occu-
pied but still greater than a vacant trap. After all untrapped
islets exited the device, a stopcock connected to the islet out-
let would be closed to direct all upstream flow toward the
trapping region. Similarly, we modeled oxygenation and
shear forces (eqn (4); see Materials and methods) around
captured islets to select flow rates that would provide suffi-
cient oxygen without damaging islets (Fig. 4c). Calculated ox-
ygen delivery for each trap was sufficient for more than six
150 μm diameter islets, while predicted shear values were
several orders of magnitude less than the average reported
stiffness of the tissue,60 and thus not expected to deform
trapped islets to any meaningful degree. Shear values were
also well below those previously suggested to be acceptable
for islet culture [∼6 mPa57]. Collectively, the trapping design
offered a robust approach for spatially organizing the islets
in an automated fashion while providing a physiologically-
relevant environment.

We tested the trapping device by tracking capture events
during islet loading. Consistent with our model, we observed
automatic capture of islets in parallel channels (Fig. 4d) as

well as the escape of smaller islets through the traps. To de-
termine the size threshold for islet capture, we extracted islet
diameter information during trapping or escape events and
plotted trapping frequency as a function of islet size (Fig. 4e).
We observed a clear difference in the distributions of islet
size between islets that escaped versus those that were cap-
tured by a vacant trap (p = 1.2 × 10−11; n = 53 islets; D =
0.969; two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test), with all islets
less than 150 μm in diameter escaping, all islets greater than
180 μm in diameter being captured, and two out of three is-
lets between 150 and 180 μm in diameter also being cap-
tured. Next, we quantified the number of islet capture events
per trap (Movie S1†). On average, 1.5 ± 0.2 islets or islet clus-
ters (n = 39 capture events in 26 traps observed live for two
separate experiments, standard error) were captured per trap,
which was comparable to the predicted value (1.5 islets per
trap) that we obtained from 10 000 in silico loading experi-
ments (see Materials and methods). Since captured islet size
is positively associated with trap resistance, the probability of
capturing multiple islets in a single trap is higher for traps
occupied by smaller islets (Fig. S1†). Moreover, this probabil-
ity naturally increases as traps are filled. Additional design el-
ements or experimental procedures could be implemented to
increase the probability of capturing a single islet in all traps.
Altogether, these results demonstrated the ability of the de-
vice to automatically capture islets in parallel traps and delin-
eated a minimum size threshold (150 μm islet diameter for
75 μm trap openings) for islet capture.

Synchronized perifusion of islets with dynamic glucose
stimulation

A limitation of traditional well-based platforms – or even many
microfluidic devices8,11,12,14,44,47–49,61 – is that individual islets
do not have a designated nutrient supply, leading to heteroge-
neity in the oxygenation, nutrient content, stimulation, and
feedback mechanisms based on the number and proximity of
their neighbors. In addition to its biomimetic nature, applica-
tion of parallel delivery overcomes this major limitation by pro-
viding a consistent microenvironment for all islets in the device
and by synchronizing introduced stimuli. To enable parallel
stimulus delivery on our chip, the channel that connects the is-
let and glucose inlets to the islet traps has four nested, sym-
metrical branches. Before fabrication, we tested the design by
simulating the delivery of a glucose step function to a two-

Table 2 Islet on a Chip device comparison

Reference Material Insulin quantification Islet loading Parallel perifusion Islet source

This work Thermoplastic On-chip Automated Yes Human
61 Thermoplastic Offline kit Manual No Human/mouse
13, 19, 25 Glass On-chip Manual Yes Mouse
14–18, 20–22 Glass On-chip Manual No Human/mouse
23 PDMS On-chip Manual No Mouse
10, 28, 48 PDMS Offline kit Manual No Rat/mouse
8, 11, 12, 26, 27, 44, 47, 49 PDMS Offline kit Automated No Human/mouse
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dimensional projection of the chip (Fig. 5a). Changes to steady-
state glucose concentrations were made by adjusting relative
flow rates from the opposing inlets. The overall duration (∼2
hours) and dynamic range (5 to 8 mM) of the step function
were comparable to postprandial glucose dynamics in
humans.62 The simulated input (Fig. 5b) was preserved down-
stream at separate traps, which mirrored one another both in
timing and magnitude (Fig. 5c and d). We then validated the
simulation empirically by delivering a ten-minute pulse of fluo-
rescent glucose to a device loaded with human islets (Fig. 5e–g
and Movie S2;† see Materials and methods). We assessed stim-
ulus synchronization under conditions with the largest possible
differences in theoretical resistance, from a vacant trap (chan-
nel 4 in Fig. 5g) to an islet filling the entire channel width
(channel 2 in Fig. 5g). A trap filled by three islets (channel 5 in
Fig. 5g) was also represented in our experiment. By analyzing
fluorescence intensity across traps during a time course
(Fig. 5h), we observed that stimulus intensities were similar (91
± 3% of maximum; standard error; Fig. 5i), indicating that the
concentrations of glucose delivered to islets were consistent.
Moreover, both the onsets (Fig. 5j) and durations (Fig. 5k) of
the stimulus were synchronized across all the traps within two
minutes of each other. Taken together, the results demon-
strated that our parallel channel design synchronized stimulus
delivery and provided a consistent microenvironment around
each islet in the chip.

Insulin sensing by an on-chip insulin immunoassay quanti-
fied by fluorescence anisotropy

One main advantage of microfluidics is realized by miniatur-
izing functional assays and thus minimizing the required vol-
umes of assay reagents. By comparison with ELISA, the insu-
lin immunoassay13–24,63 in the Islet on a Chip reduces the
minimum sample volume by orders of magnitude, allowing
more measurements per volume of reagent in a continuous
manner (Table 3). The immunoassay utilizes fixed amounts
of fluorophore-tagged insulin (FITC-insulin) to compete with
unlabelled antigen in the islet secretions for antibody bind-
ing (Fig. S2a†). FITC-insulin and insulin antibody are flowed
into the chip downstream of the trap region and must be
evenly mixed into the flow for the continuous detection of in-
sulin at the capillary (Fig. S2b and c†). Channel lengths re-
quired for complete mixing of both insulin and insulin anti-
body were calculated based on the channel width, flow rate,
and diffusion constants of each species (eqn (5)–(7); see Ma-
terials and methods). Since we did not find literature values,
we estimated the diffusion constants for insulin antibody
and FITC-insulin with the Stokes–Einstein relation to be 2.8 ×
10−11 m2 s−1 and 10.9 × 10−11 m2 s−1, respectively (eqn (8); see
Materials and methods). We then quantified reagent mixing
empirically for both reagents by tracking FITC-insulin and a
secondary antibody throughout the mixing channels by fluo-
rescence microscopy (Fig. S2d†). Image analysis confirmed
uniform concentrations of each across the width of the chan-
nel before entering the capillary (Fig. S2e and f†).

Within the capillary, the immunoassay is quantified by
monitoring fluorescence anisotropy of FITC-insulin, as we
have done previously with Cy5-insulin63 to measure insulin
secretion from mouse islets.15 When a fluorescent molecule
is excited with a polarized light source, the fluorescence
anisotropy measures the amount of emitted light that is par-
allel to the incident light as compared to the total light emit-
ted64 (Fig. 6a; eqn (9); see Materials and methods). In our im-
plementation, fluorescence anisotropy of FITC-insulin was
modulated by antibody binding, which decreased the molecu-
lar rotation of the fluorophore and made it more likely to
maintain its initial polarization state during the fluorescence
lifetime. Furthermore, in the presence of secreted insulin, a
portion of the FITC-insulin is unable to bind to the antibody,
leaving it free to rotate more quickly. As a result, the fraction
of FITC-insulin bound by the antibody is inversely propor-
tional to the amount of insulin secreted and can be quanti-
fied by changes in fluorescence anisotropy (Fig. 6b). To con-
duct measurements of fluorescence anisotropy, we utilized a
traditional epifluorescence microscopy light path containing
a linear polarizer to align the light prior to hitting the sample
and a polarizing beam splitter to separate the parallel and
perpendicular components for quantification (Fig. 6c). We
also mounted our chip into an on-stage incubator for temper-
ature control (Fig. 6d). An overall view of our sensing equip-
ment is shown in Fig. 6e. We next flowed insulin solutions
through the device (Fig. 6f), including concentrations that
were predicted to be produced by islets in the chip (1–30
mIU mL−1; see Materials and methods). While ELISA is more
sensitive for insulin detection, the assay typically requires a
minimum sample volume of 25 μL, three orders of magni-
tude higher than the amount of fluid being analysed at any
given moment on the Islet on a Chip. By selecting a flow rate
that concentrated insulin secretions to detectable quantities
based on average basal and glucose stimulated secretion rate,
we obtained a comparable dynamic range for insulin detec-
tion (Table 3). With increasing concentrations of insulin
added to fixed amounts of FITC-insulin and insulin antibody,
we observed a decrease in anisotropy. The condition without
any insulin present in a mixture of FITC-insulin and insulin
antibody produced the theoretical maximum anisotropy for
the immunoassay, and the highest concentrations of insulin
produced the same anisotropy value as a solution of FITC-
insulin by itself, the theoretical minimum anisotropy. Aniso-
tropy values returned to baseline after removal of insulin
from the system, demonstrating that we could expect to mea-
sure both increasing and decreasing changes in insulin level.

Table 3 Insulin quantification by ELISA versus the Islet on a Chip

Feature ELISA Islet on a Chip

Measurement frequency Discrete Continuous
Minimum sample volume 25 μL 10 nL
Dynamic rangea 4–500 nIUb 10–300 nIU

a Normalized by minimum sample volume. b 1 nM Insulin = 167
μIU.
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We demonstrated that the sensor could measure dynamic
anisotropy and that its insulin detection capabilities include
the secretion rates of human islets.

Quantifying insulin secretion rates of stimulated human
islets by on-chip insulin sensing

Having shown the ability of our device to trap islets, deliver
parallel flow, and measure insulin concentration, we were able
to investigate the insulin response from human islets to glu-
cose pulses on the chip. Fig. 7a outlines the basic sequence for
an islet experiment. For our on-chip insulin calibrations, we de-
livered insulin from the islet inlet and combined it with a solu-
tion without insulin from the glucose inlet. Adjusting the frac-
tion of total flow from each inlet allowed us to deliver step
curves of insulin concentrations to the chip. Simultaneously,
we maintained concentrations of FITC-insulin and insulin anti-
body. The islet outlet was closed to allow for all flow to pass
through the capillary for measurement. Because fluorescence
anisotropy values were sensitive to the amount of glucose in
the system, we swapped the solution at the islet inlet to 2.8
mM glucose after insulin calibration and conducted a negative
control glucose stimulation protocol without cells, which was
later used to correct for background noise in the human islet
trace (Fig. S3†). We then opened the islet outlet and introduced
human cadaveric islets through the islet inlet. Since we did not
size select the islets that were loaded, some traps captured mul-
tiple islets [43 islets or 64 islet equivalents (IEQ) were captured
in total] as discussed above (see Hydrodynamic trapping of is-
lets). The islet outlet was closed after excess islets were flushed
from the system and islets were perifused with islet assay
buffer containing 2.8 mM glucose for 4 hours. We then deliv-
ered 45-minute steps of 2.8 mM and 20 mM glucose to the cap-
tured islets, while recording the fluorescence anisotropy at the
capillary. After islets had been perifused for 6 hours, they were
also treated with a 30 mM KCl solution as a positive control for
insulin secretion. For comparison, islets from the same isola-
tion were also stimulated in a similar manner using a standard
perifusion system (see Islet loading and glucose stimulation).

To convert between anisotropy measurements and insulin
concentrations, we aggregated calibration curves from four
different recordings (n = 9 calibrations) (Fig. 7b; eqn (10); see
Materials and methods). While calibrations performed dur-
ing the same experiment were reproducible, the dynamic
range of anisotropy changes varied between calibrations
performed on different days. The aggregated calibration
curve was therefore scaled by the dynamic range of aniso-
tropy changes measured on the same day that insulin secre-
tion was measured. Before converting to insulin concentra-
tion, the fluorescence anisotropy trace was corrected using a
background trace recorded before cells were loaded (Fig. S3,†
see Materials and methods). Given the flow rate within the
chip, concentrations were converted into secretion rates and
normalized to IEQ to control for the effect of islet size on in-
sulin secretion65 (see Materials and methods). Upon stimula-
tion with both 20 mM glucose and 30 mM KCl, we observed

peaks (0.2–0.3 μIU min−1 IEQ) above background levels that
fall within reported insulin secretion values during stimula-
tion30,66,67 (Fig. 7c). Since the KCl recording followed
perifusion of the islets for at least 6 hours, we also demon-
strated that longer stimulation protocols are feasible. During
this time, thousands of continuous insulin measurements
were made, which would require dozens of ELISA plates to
obtain the same amount of data. The on-chip responses
appeared to match the form of those from the conventional
perifusion method. We did observe that the peaks were lower
in the Islet on a Chip recordings compared to the standard
perifusion assay, which is perhaps attributable to the addi-
tional day islets were in culture prior to the former experi-
ment compared to the latter. This observation may also likely
be a result of diffusion during on-chip mixing steps. Diffu-
sional broadening can be diminished by decreasing channel
dimensions or resolved with deconvolution analysis. Overall,
the continuous measurement of insulin secreted from hu-
man islets stimulated by synchronized pulses of glucose rep-
resents an important demonstration of principle for islet po-
tency testing using this technology.

We performed additional tests to confirm that islets on
the chip were sufficiently oxygenated and viable after loading
and on-chip stimulation. Media delivered to the chip was
equilibrated with atmospheric oxygen at pressures just above
1 atm. Using a dye that generates fluorescent metabolites un-
der hypoxic conditions, we tracked islet oxygenation over the
course of glucose stimulation on the chip (Fig. S4†). Fluores-
cence within islets on the chip in both low and high glucose
was weak and comparable to islets maintained in static cul-
ture. By contrast, islets that were stained immediately after
shipping exhibited a strong fluorescent signal likely due to
cold ischemia (Fig. S4f†). These results indicate sufficient ox-
ygenation on the chip. As a final test of the chip, we mea-
sured cell survival. By introducing backflow, all islets could
be recovered intact from the chip after several hours of
perifusion. Staining recovered islets with propidium iodide
demonstrated that islets survived chip loading, glucose stim-
ulation, and recovery as evidenced by propidium iodide ex-
clusion (Fig. S5†). Together, these studies indicate that cul-
ture conditions on the chip did not contribute to a
measurable disruption to oxygenation or viability as com-
pared to static culture.

Having shown that the Islet on a Chip can measure dy-
namic insulin secretion from human islets, what remains to
be done to facilitate its use in practice? A meta-analysis of
human islet research highlighted significant functional vari-
ability between islet isolations, for reasons independent of
factors such as isolation center, biological data, or isolation
technique.68 Such findings underscore the need for addi-
tional research to identify variables corresponding most to is-
let function and that are predictive of transplantation suc-
cess. One fundamental question pertains to the appropriate
sample size of islets needed to adequately assess islet func-
tion. While some have utilized triplicates of 15 islets for
assessing function of islet isolations,69 similar comparative
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work has also used 60 to 100 islets, or variable amounts of is-
lets whose output was normalized to total insulin con-
tent.70,71 All cases were impressive in scope and informative
of the challenges in the current state of human islet research,
but did not comment specifically on the sample size needed
to account for the average function of an entire islet prepara-
tion. Recently, the Hara group estimated that 400 islets
would need to be sampled from a pancreas to arrive at a rea-
sonable estimate for the population mean for β cell propor-
tion.72 Whether this sample size also adequately accounts for
the function of an islet preparation remains unknown. The
Islet on a Chip described here may aid in the exploration of
this essential question, by allowing for continued study of
the dynamic function of islets from different isolations. Since
the design is modular and chip fabrication scalable, the
number of traps on the chip can be altered to offer functional
testing of a larger pool of islets. Beyond defining experimen-
tal parameters for islet potency testing, there are additional
capabilities that would enhance the accessibility of the plat-
form. While the device already affords distinct advantages
over ELISA (Table 3) by automating much of the operation
relative to previous microfluidic devices (Table 2), additional
automation would ease the burden of adopting the Islet on a
Chip platform. For example, in this study fluorescence aniso-
tropy measurements were made using a custom microscope.
Development of a portable, dedicated reader with integrated
microfluidic flow control would eliminate the need for users
to acquire and install individual equipment components,
which represents a significant barrier to adoption. As more
members of the islet field begin to use this technology, we
anticipate that it can help standardize and increase the pre-
dictive utility of islet testing.

Conclusions

The Islet on a Chip is distinguished by the combination of
scalable construction, synchronized islet stimulation, and the
automation of every aspect of functional testing from islet
loading to insulin measurement. A continuous readout gener-
ates data with time resolution superior to what is feasible for
experiments using commercial ELISAs and potentiates analy-
sis of secretion dynamics from isolated islets. Beyond glu-
cose, islet responses to other physiologically-relevant stimuli
such as incretins, glucagon, or amino acids could also be
interrogated on the device. Individual features such as the
size of the trap opening can be customized based on the
intended application. Given that some experimentalists may
want to query the full range of sizes in human islet prepara-
tions, on-chip motifs for automatic size sorting73 could also
be included in combination with a gradient of trap sizes.
Capturing a range of islet sizes would also reduce the bias of
islet size on islet cell composition.74 By altering the number
of branches in the design and adjusting the total flow rate ac-
cordingly, one can select the number of islets for parallel
stimulation. Moreover, individual channels can be extended
downstream of the traps to enable parallel sensing of sepa-

rate islets. Vasculature could be also integrated to more
closely mimic physiological nutrient delivery to islets, al-
though the time required for vascularizing islets in vitro
limits its utility for donor islet testing. Altogether, the work
helps bridge the broader islet community with the powerful
technologies that microfluidics affords for islet testing and
provides an agile, scalable device for diabetes research.
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